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Abstract: The nuclear steam generator is composed of a bundle of tubes. The length of these tubes is very long, but their

diameter is small. Fluid exists inside of the steam generator and its flow causes vibration, therefore these tubes are supported by

anti-vibration bars. The wear damage due to the vibration is known as fretting wear, which should be minimized to ensure the

safety of the plants. Research needs to be done about decreasing the amount of fretting wear. Hard coatings have proven to be

very effective in reducing the amount of wear. The commercial coatings of TiN and CrN have excellent wear resistance and are

used to protect the Inconel tube from fretting wear. The tube-on-flat type tester was used for conducting the fretting wear tests.

It was found that the wear amounts of the coated tubes decreased depending on the coating thickness. CrN was found to be very

effective in reducing the wear, while the wear amounts were dependent on the coating thickness in the case of TiN and a thick

coating of TiN was very effective on wear resistance.
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1. Introduction

The steam generator tubes are subject to fretting wear, which

is caused by fluid flow. This fretting wear affects the safety and

efficiency of the nuclear power plant. In order to maintain the

efficiency of the power plant, the reduction of tube thickness in

the steam generator due to fretting wear should be minimized

[1]. If the tube thickness is reduced below the allowable value,

then the tube cannot be used for heat exchanging. One of the

reasons for the thinning of tubes is the gradual damage due to

fretting wear between the tube and support bar due to the flow

induced vibration [2]. Wear damage should be controlled

within an allowable limit to ensure the safety of the steam

generator. Ceramic coatings are currently favored as the

method to reduce fretting wear damage, since these coatings

can increase the life of interacting surfaces due to their

outstanding wear resistance and low friction [3, 4]. Therefore,

ceramic coatings such as TiN (titanium nitride), CrN

(chromium nitride) and DLC (diamond like carbon), are

generally being applied to many machine elements including

machine tools, bearings and shafts to protect their surfaces

from severe wear and high friction [5-7]. These coatings can

also be deposited on the local area of the tubes or supports to

avoid any changes in the heat transfer and corrosion properties.

In this work, TiN and CrN coatings were deposited onto the

tube surfaces to improve the resistance from fretting wear. The

tube-on-flat type fretting wear tests were performed using a

steam generator tube and supporting bar in a water bath. The

wear amounts of the tubes were measured and the worn

surfaces were analyzed by SEM, EDX and a surface profile

meter. The results were compared with those of an uncoated

tube.

2. Experiments

The fretting wear tests were performed with the tube-on-flat

wear tester in order to verify the effects of the coatings on

fretting wear resistance [8]. The coating tube specimens and

fretting tester are shown in Fig. 1. The flat bar of the lower

specimen was oscillating with an amplitude of 300 µm and a

frequency of 33 Hz in the water bath, while the tube of the

upper specimen was fixed on the loading screw bar. The range

of the load was selected in order to produce the motion of gloss

slip in the fretting with an amplitude of 300 µm [9]. The

material of the tube was Inconel 690, and the supporting bar

was made of 409 stainless steel. The dimensions of the tubes

were 19.1 mm in outer diameter, 1 mm in thickness and

60 mm in length. The dimensions of the bars were 50 mm in

length, 2 mm in width and 5 mm in height. TiN and CrN

coatings were applied onto the tube surfaces using the cathodic

arc ion plating. This process allows mechanically resistant

materials to be deposited at relatively low temperatures and†Corresponding author; yzlee@skku.edu
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makes them very attractive by increasing the bias voltage and

creating a high ionization ratio [4]. Depending on the actual

deposition times, the coating thickness was changed to 1.0 µm

or 1.7 µm. The tube surfaces were precleaned using oil

degreasing followed by alkaline cleaning, and then argon

sputter cleaning was carried out for about 2 minutes prior to

the coating. In case of the CrN coating, the coating thickness

was 1.0 µm and the tests were performed with a load range

from 10 N to 25 N with a step size of 5 N. Loads from 10 N to

70 N with a step size of 15 N were applied on the TiN

coatings. These loads on the TiN were higher than CrN,

because the coating thickness of 1.0 µm and 1.7 µm were used

here to investigate the effect of thickness on the wear of the

TiN coating. The test was carried out for three hours per each

test condition. The wear amounts of the coated surfaces were

analyzed with a surface profiler and the worn surfaces were

analyzed by SEM and EDX.

3. Results and discussion

Wear tests were performed with a tube-on-flat wear tester to

investigate the effect of coating on the fretting wear of the

tubes. Fig. 2 shows the worn surfaces of the CrN coated tubes

and uncoated tubes. The sizes of the wear scars were increased

with increasing load sizes up to a load of 25 N. There were no

detectable wear scars on the CrN coated tubes at a load of

10 N. The coated layers were detached with increasing loads to

reveal the surfaces of Inconel tubes. However, the tubes

without coating showed a larger worn area than the coated

tubes with 1 ß¦ thick coating. Even though the coatings were

worn off at loads of 15 N or 20 N, the CrN coating was

effective in reducing the amount of fretting wear of the tubes.

Fig. 3 represents the worn surfaces of the TiN coated and

uncoated tubes. The sizes of wear scars increased with an

increasing load and the wear scars were larger in the case of

tubes with a 1 µm coating than those of uncoated tubes, while

the coating was partially broken off the tubes at 25 N. Hard

particles from TiN increased the wear of the tubes. Therefore,

despite coating, the amounts of wear increased with loads.

However, the 1.7 µm thick TiN coating showed almost no-

wear up to 55 N and at 70 N a very small worn area was

visible. The thick coating of the TiN (1.7 µm) also had a better

Fig. 1. Configuration of the specimens and the fretting tester.

Fig. 3. Wear scar of the TiN coated and uncoated tubes.Fig. 2. Wear scar of the CrN coated and uncoated tubes.
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wear resistance than thin one (1 µm).

The profiles of the worn surfaces of the tubes were shown in

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 to display the change of the surfaces. The

profiles were very convenient to confirm the wear depth and to

calculate the wear volume. The worn areas were traced along

the longitudinal direction on the worn tubes using a surface

profile meter. The wear depths of tubes were increased with

increasing loads. The CrN coatings demonstrated better wear

resistance than the uncoated tubes. The wear depths of the thin

coated tubes were deeper than those of the uncoated tubes for

the case of the TiN coatings, but the thick coatings showed a

much better wear resistance than the uncoated tubes and thin

coated tubes. The wear depths could also not be detected to a

load of 55 N on the worn surfaces of the 1.7 µm thick TiN

coating.

Fig. 6 represents the wear coefficients in each of the tests

based on Fig. 4 and Fig.5. The wear coefficients of the CrN

coated tubes were reduced to less than half of that of the

uncoated tube. However, the TiN coating demonstrated a

dependency of the coating thickness on the wear coefficients.

The wear coefficient of the thick coatings was 1.78×10-21 m3/

Nm, but that of the uncoated tube was 5.44×10-15 m3/Nm.

Both TiN and CrN were very effective in reducing the fretting

damage with the proper coating thickness.

Fig. 7 shows SEM images of the worn tubes coated with TiN

and CrN. The CrN coated surfaces did not show any wear

scars at 10 N, and there were partially worn areas on the tubes

at 15 N. The thin TiN coatings had evidence of wear scars at

10 N. Thick TiN coatings demonstrated no-wear up to 55 N,

but a wear scar was formed on tube at 70 N.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, fretting wear tests were performed to

investigate the effects of both CrN and TiN coatings on fretting

wear between a steam generator tube and supporting bar.

These tests found that the coatings were very effective in

reducing the wear rates. The wear coefficients of the CrN

coated tubes were reduced to less than half of that of the

uncoated tube. However, TiN showed the dependency of the

coating thickness on the wear coefficients, since the thick

coating of TiN had a better wear resistance than the thin one.
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Fig. 4. Profiles of the worn surfaces of CrN coated tubes.

Fig. 5. Profiles of the worn surfaces of the TiN coated tubes.
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Fig. 6. Wear coefficient the tubes.

Fig. 7. SEM image of the worn tubes.


